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Computer Project: Least Squares Solutions and Curve Fitting      Name(s)____________________

Purpose:  To calculate and plot the Least Squares line, quadratic curve, and cubic curve, and the error
for each, for two sets of experimental data;  and to observe what happens to the error with each higher
degree approximation.

Prerequisite:  Section 6.3 in “Elementary Linear Algebra,” by Spence, Insel and Friedberg

MATLAB functions used:   norm, size, plot, hold, print, polyval, polyfit; and lsqdat and axis  from
Lay’s Toolbox.  

Background.  Here is a summary of the method in our text for finding a kth degree Least Squares
polynomial  y = �kxk  + �1x + …  + �0  to fit experimental data, (x1, y1), …, (xn, yn).  
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 denote the vector of the unknown coefficients.  

The equation  C� = y0  is usually inconsistent, but the equation  (CTC)�  =  CTy0  can be solved,
and the solution  �  will be the Least Squares solution of degree k.  It has the property that the vector
y0 – C�  has smallest possible length.  This length  ||y0 – C�||  is called the Least Squares error.  

Because people use the Least Squares method frequently, MATLAB has some special functions to
make the calculation and plotting easy.  These commands are used in the questions below.  If you have
other software, you will need to get the data from your instructor and create the data vectors  x0, y0,
vel, and  drag  yourself.  Probably your software will not have special functions for Least Squares
calculations, so you’ll also need to create  C  as shown above, solve  (CTC)�  =  CTy0  for  �, and then
figure out how to calculate the error  ||y0 – C�||  and how to plot the data and the polynomials.     

Notice we are arranging the terms of the polynomial and the columns in  C  with the highest
degree term first, which is opposite from the way our text arranges them;  this is convenient here
because MATLAB’s  polyfit  function creates the coefficients in the order �k,…, �1, �0,  and  polyval
expects them to be listed in this order.  

In this project you will work with two different sets of experimental data.  For each data set, you
will calculate the Least Squares polynomials of degree 1, 2 and 3, and the Least Squares error for each.
You will also plot the data and these curves on a single graph, for each data set.  Record your
calculated results in the appropriate tables.   Also, attach your two graphs to this paper.
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To begin, type  lsqdat .  You will get two  13x1  vectors  x0,  y0  which will be used in question 1,
and two  28x1  vectors  vel  and  drag  for question 2.

1.  In this question, use  x0  and  y0.  Type  [ x0  y0 ]  to see these data vectors side by side.
Examine this matrix, to familiarize yourself with the data.  Then type the following line to plot the 13
data points with  *  symbols.  This command also establishes scaling for the graph, and tells MATLAB
to hold this picture so future plots will appear on same graphics screen:

plot( x0, y0, '*' ),  axis( [ -5  15  -100  700 ] ),  hold on

The plot will appear on a graphics screen.  To see it, you may need to click the icon for the graphics
screen, at the bottom of your screen.

(a)  Find the coefficients  �1  and  �0� for the Least Squares line,  y =  �1x����0, and calculate the
Least Squares error.  To do this, click on the Command screen and type the following commands:

a = polyfit(x0, y0, 1)   ( a  will be the row vector  [ �1  �0 ] )  
y = polyval(a, x0) (this evaluates  y =  �1x + �0  at each value in  x0 )
err1 = norm(y0 – y) (when  z  is a vector,  norm(z)  is the usual length of  z)

You should find that  a  is about  [57.9   -102.6].  Record the equation  y =  57.9x - 102.6  and the error
in the first table below.   Type the following lines to find two points on the line, and to plot it:  

x = [-5   15] 
y = polyval(a, x) (this evaluates  y =  �1x + �0  at each value in  x)
plot(x, y)  (this displays the graph of the line in the default color black) 

(b)  Find the coefficients  �2 , �1�and  �0� for the Least Squares quadratic  y =  �2x2 + �1x + �0
for this data, and the associated Least Squares error.  To do this, click on the Command screen and type
the following lines.  

a = polyfit(x0, y0, 2)   (  a  will be the row vector  [ �2  �1  �0 ]  )
y = polyval(a, x0) (this evaluates  y =  �2x2 + �1x + �0  at each value in  x0 )
err2 = norm(y0 – y)

Using the values in  a,  record the equation  �2x2 + �1x + �0  in the table below.  

The quadratic is a curved graph, so to plot it well you need a lot of closely spaced points on the
graph.  Type the following commands to do that.  Use the semicolons so you don’t have to look at the
201 points in  x  and  y :

x = -5 :0.1:15 ;
y = polyval(a, x); ( this evaluates your quadratic at each value in  x )
plot(x, y,’r’)  (this displays the graph of the quadratic as a red curve)
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(c)  Find the coefficients for the Least Squares cubic  y =   �3x3 + �2x2 + �1x  + �0  and the
associated Least Squares error, for the data  x0  and  y0.  Record the equation and error in the table
below.  

The commands will be the same as those in (b) except the first one should be 

a = polyfit(x0, y0, 3)

Suggestions:  You could display the cubic curve with a different color and symbol.  For example,
to get a green dotted curve, type  plot( x, y, 'g:' )  as your last command.  

You can avoid some retyping by pressing the up arrow key until you find the command you want
to execute next, and then pressing [Enter] .  

(d)  Print your final graph.  An easy way to do that is to click on the Figure screen and pull down
its File menu to Print.  Consult a lab assistant if necessary.   Label the plot "Question 1" and attach it to
this paper. 

Least Squares Polynomials for Question 1

Equation Least Squares Error

Line
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quadratic
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cubic

2. In this question, use the vectors  vel  and  drag.  This is data from a wind tunnel experiment on a
model of an F-16 airplane climbing at a constant 5o angle.  The data was supplied by Aerolab, Laurel,
MD.  

 Drag is the force opposing the forward motion of the plane.  It depends on velocity and is parallel
to the earth’s surface.  (In general, drag also depends on a lift coefficient, which varies with the angle
of attack, and on the area of the wing, but those are constant in this example.) 

To begin, type the following commands to see the new data, to clear the Figure screen and the
settings you set for it above, and to plot the new data points:

hold off,  clf   (undo the hold command and clear the figure created above)
plot(vel, drag, '*'), axis( [ 0  150   0  2 ] ), hold on

(a)  Repeat all the calculations of question 1, to calculate the best fit line, quadratic and cubic for
vel  and  drag.   To simplify matters, first rename the vectors by typing 

x0 = vel; y0 = drag;
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Then you can arrow up to the same commands you typed before, for each part, except the  x  vectors
should be different because the data is different from that in question 1:  to plot the best fit line here,
use the command  x =  [0  150];  to plot the quadratic and cubic, use  x = 0:3:150;   

Record your results in the table below.   Also print your graph, label the curves, and attach.

Least Squares Curves for Question 2

Equation Least Squares Error

Line
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quadratic
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cubic

(b) It is true that there is a theoretical formula for drag.  When the area of the wing and the lift
coefficient are constant, this formula is a polynomial of the form  

drag = cm (velocity)m  + .. + c1 (velocity) + c0 
where each coefficient  ci   is a constant and  m  is a positive integer.  Using what you have seen above
for the LSQ polynomials of degree 1, 2 and 3, guess what degree polynomial appears in that formula (is
m =1?  2?  3?).  Explain why you guess that value.     


